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Audio reaches more people
than any other medium
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Source: Ipsos MRBI: JNLR Sales House Report – 2021- 4. – IPSOS MRBI 2022    Source: The Reuters Institute: Digital News Report -



Audio: The ultimate companion 
in a connected world



Radio and podcasts together
deliver incremental reach
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By Channels used in the past week
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Source: IAB Ireland: Listen Up Ireland Digital Audio Report - 2021



Hands up



Audio satisfies six contemporary 
need states

Source: Radio Centre: Audio Now - 2019



Live radio and podcasts play 
complementary roles

Source: Radio Centre: Audio Now - 2019



Podcasts have a multiplier effect on 
other advertising formats

RADIO

It tells me 

something new 

about a brand

BRANDED CONTENT

It improves my 

opinion of the brand

DIGITAL DISPLAY

More memorable & 

Trustworthy

Source: The Guardian – 2022 - March



The Audio Trust Halo

Source: iHeartMedia: Exploring The Brand Benefits of Trust and Companionship in Audio – 2022 - April

Radio and podcast hosts are perceived as some of the most trustworthy, 

essential, and relatable personalities in the media ecosystem.

Opportunity for brands to connect with highly engaged consumers.



Audio advertising delivers more cut 
through and relevance 

Listen to 

advertisements more 
often on radio and in 

podcasts than 

through any other 

medium. 

Found radio and 

podcast 

advertisements to be 

more relevant than on 
any other medium.

More trusting of radio 

and podcast 

advertisers than on any 

other medium.

Source: iHeartMedia: Exploring The Brand Benefits of Trust and Companionship in Audio – 2022 - April



Podcasts and Radio in harmony

Podcast

Social media

Video

Radio



Key Takeaways

• Radio and podcasts are complementary formats that, when 
combined, deliver incremental reach.

• Radio and podcast advertising on their own deliver clear benefits to 
brands but when combined have a multiplier effect that drives 
better return on investment.

• Radio and podcast personalities are some of the most trusted hosts 
in the media ecosystem.  It is this trust that powers the connection
our audiences and advertising partners seek.
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